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SOIL MANAGEMENT IN THE OZARK REGION. 

M. F. MILLER. 

In 1905 the University of Missouri began a soil smvey of the 
State, the object of which is to map the various soil types and to 
determine the most profitable methods of soil management for each. 
The soils of the Ozark Region have been given much attention in this 
survey and a general map of the region has been completed, which is 
published in this report. It must be understood that this map is a 
general one, showing the various groups of soils as determined by 
their geological derivation and the topography of the region. De
tailed maps of each county are now being made, showing the soil 
types as they occur in each of these groups, but this work requires 
much time and it will take a ntlmber of years to cover the region with 
these more detailed surveys. 

In connection with this survey, the agricultural conditions have 
been sttldied in each region and a number of soil experiment fields have 
been established for the purpose of determining the best methods of 
soil management for the soils on which they are located. While these 
fields represent but a small number of the soil types, they serve to 
bring out the most important featttres in the management of a large 
part of this region, and the results of the experiments, together 
with the agricultural data which has been secured in making this 
general survey, are of sufficient value to warrant their publication 
at this time. 

The great variety of soils existing in this region has naturally 
resulted in a great variation in the systems of cropping practiced. 
In the Ozark border where there are large areas of good agricultural 
lands, grain farming and stock farming are most common. In the 
Ozark Plateau and Ozark Center, where the soils are more broken, 
agriculture has been largely confined to the valleys and the more level 
areas of upland soil, while the rather rough, more or less stony lands. 
which make up a considerable portion of the region have been de
voted to grazing, or in many cases they have been allowed to grow 
up in a dense undergrowth following the removal of the large timber. 
Formerly the larger part of this broken land was covered with wild 
grasses which grew abundantly beneath the larger trees, and as these 
lands were burned over each fall or spring the small tree growth was 
held in check. With the cutting of the timber, however, and with the 
fencing up of the land, the fires were stopped and the country soon 

( r63) 
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became covered with the dense undergrowth now so characteristic of 
. these stony, cutover lands. The result has been that the grazing of 
cattle in the open range has been largely abandonee!, and the far
mers have been compelled to depend more and more upon tame grasses 
for pasturage. The effect has been very marked upon the systems 
of farming adopted and the people have not yet adapted themselves to 
the new conditions. 

The whole of the Ozark Region has been too largely given up to 
grain farming for the good of the land. With the exception of the 
better lands of the Ozark Border and the better valley farms of the 
Ozark Plateau and Center, this region can never compete with the 
grain sections of North Missouri . It is a region adapted to dairying, 
to sheep raising, to tile production of hogs and stock cattle, and in 
certain sections to the production of fruit. For the farmer who will 
adapt this. system of agriculture to the conditions that exist, there 
is great· opportunity. The region is at the beginning of a great de
velopment along proper lines. Dairying is coming to be widely prac
ticed where the transportation facilities are adequate, the quality of 
live stock is rapidly improving, the proper methods of growing apples; 
peaches, and small fruits are becoming better understood, while the 
sections to which the various fruits are adapted have been determined. 

THE COMPOSITION OF THE OZARK SOILS. 

A feature of these soil investigations has been that of determining 
the chemical composition of the various soil types. As a consequence 
a large number of samples have been subj ected to analysis while still 
greater numbers are awaiting analysis in the chemical laboratories. 
The analyses here presented, while they cover only a small number . 
of the soil types examined, are representative and serve to bring out 
the important features in the composition of the soils of the region 
and to show the more striking deficiencies. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE COMPOSITION OF CHARACTERISTIC OZARK 

SOILS. 

Pounds Per Acre in Top 7 Inches of Soil. 

A very fertile Soli con tnins 

Davisville, % ml. W . _. , . , .• , 

r ... on~ Spring ............... . ... . ... . 

Cross rrimber, %, Inl. I~ .......•...... 

Lonisbcl'g, Vt lnt. S. \V . ..... .... , .. 

ClImax SprJng~, 2 llli. S. g ... . .... . 

nufj~nl0, G:!h mL \V. . .. . , .... .. . . . . 

New Haven, 4 tnt. S., .. . .......... . 

Union, 4 ml. S .. .. .......... ······· 

Lane's Prnlrl(\ 1 mi. H. (l,f .\1011-: .• 

DIlloll, 1 lll.l. m ................. ····. 
Helgl'nlll', 5 luI. S. W ..... ..... .. . 

StonelIlll, 3 Illi. S ............ · .... .. 

Belgrlllle awl Pallller Hond ... , .. . , .. 

Salem, G tni. ]~). . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ottervllle, 2'1.. IIli. S. W, " ', •• • ,.,' 

!,'estus, 2 Illi. S, W .. ,"',.,""'" 

Top of Lllwl.'1:yvnl(~ BH('lIl'lliIlPlIt ... . 

p('l'l'yvll1o, 4 lUi. E ................ . 

Sllv"r {,uke, 4 mi. B. _ , , , , , , , • , . ' , , 

Farmington, 7 ~mi. N ......... • •. ··. 

2 mi. S. ID ........•... 

BlooIllsdale_ 2% m!. S ... -, -,',.". 

N. ]~ ........ , ..... . 

Dixon, 4 mi. S. v:.,r ... . .......... . 

Rich It~OllIltnln, 1~ mi. N. \V ..... . 

Competition, 3 Ill!. N. W, .... ,'., 

~;I;~';:~:I:;:':I,' ,.,' , .. ' ::1::: IIIII ~:~:: 
JIiekor,\" , , ~SUI.I :l lllO 

DllllnK ... , . ,. . 2:lOu :!~71l 

Callu1l'1I .. ",. lIt-:O I 

Poll(, .. ,.... . 1,:ll~(J I 

FI'4.lI!l\liu .... , . l·HHI I 

FI'Hnl(lill, , , , , . 111110 I 

Mnl'iQH . . . , , . . 28Un I .U,:,!O 

Pilplp8 . . , . , .. . 2ltll) I 14::W 

WIIHhinglllll". Willi I 1::HO 

Dc n t ... , , . , , , ,I] ,'"I, U'~" 'I)J II 

\\' HKltl!lgtClII. . _i:l 

lJent:. , . , , , , . . 2~,J,i) I 21170 

:,\Inl'g'ull. . . . . . . IR'')!) I laiill 

;r"!'f'>!'KUIl",,' ll:J I 
:-:';1. FI':!ll(':III~ lOOn I 1210 

Pt'l'l'Y· . .... , . loon 127() 

~-I':l'I");':':I;I:(:';J~' :~~: III l::~:: 
Hl'. Fl'UJlt(lI~ 2100 840 

~tl!. (l""(>vlov,, 171.11) I 1200 

Hal'ry ..... , .. ' 12S0 I HI\) 

71)(] 

aGO 

7110 

801) 

7110 

8110 

SUII 

:WOII 

4710 

4UI0 

2880 

aOijO 

;"'~-tno 

a:Jso 

H070 

2U20 

4:i()O 

HIO 

31110 

:1700 

"IWO 

-H30 

11710 

04UO 

G810 

GUO 

4010 

88(1) 

10080 

r.soo 

G080 

47,,0 

r.nno 

GIGO 

urooo 
8020 

4[i-10 

71no 

47,,0 

i'i180 

4(J;:;0 

48DO 

7S](J 

(1740 

8G80 

0720 

nona 

7030 

7220 

(1020 

0,,00 

Gt)40 

4:;10 

0420 

aG10 

0100 

0130 

5040 

5080 

4780 

4720 

Plllnsid ... , , , , 1,,0;) I 
OKngo ..• , •• , . 1200 I 
Lndl'ci<>.,.". 11180 4800 

no 
8:;0 

700 

13800 

5;)70 

4080 

2910 

4820 

4010 

5000 

7030 

-.. _'-_._ .,._ .. _--_._-- _ ... _ .. _----------
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An examination of the table will show that while there is con
siderable variation in the composition of the various samples, certain 
striking features present themselves. The most important of these 
is the invariable deficiency of nitrogen and usually of phosphorus, when 
these analyses are compared with the standard of what is termed a 
"very fertile soil"-this standard being obtained by averaging the 
analyses of a large number of the most fertile soils of the United 
States and Europe. ItwiIl be observed further that the potassium sup
ply, while quite low in a number of instances, is high in others. It 
is especially high in those soils of a very heavy clayish nature, since 
all clays are normally high in this element. The calcium (lime) and 
magnesium are very variable, depending upon the composition of the 
rock from which the soil is formed and upon the topography of the 
soil i tseIf. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ANALYSES. 

It will be observed that in these analyses there is reported only 
the amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magne
sium. Intentional omission is made of the other components such as 
iron, sulphur, etc., since these are not limiting elements in soil fertility 
and are usually very abundant. The cases in which calcium and mag
nesium are important as limiting the yields of crops are also rather 
rare. The quantities of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are usu
ally smallest in amounts in all soils and to these the greatest attention 
is given as factors which limit the production of crops. 

It would ordinarily be expected that if one knew the chemical 
composition of a soil and then the chemical composition of the crop he 
wished to grow, it would be a simple matter to determine exactly 
what the soil needed and just how much of the particular elements 
would be required to produce a crop. Unfortunately such is not the 
case. The difficulty lies in the fact that the amount of mineral plant 
food which a crop will remove from a soil depends not only upon 
the total amount of such mineral foods present, but upon th'e amount 
soluble for the crop during the season, and this depends upon the 
manner in which the soil is handled, the crops preceding, the character 
of the season as well as upon the soil itself. The impossibility of 
showing exact soil treatments from a chemical analyses is therefore 
apparent. It is true, however, that while the amount of the various 
mineral elements, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, which 
a crop will secure on any given soil, depends upon a variety of factors, 
yet where a soil is naturally deficient in its total supply of one or more 
of these elements, the available supply of such elements is apt to be 
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lacking, and a small total supply usually means a· small available 
supply. Consequently chemical analyses do become of very great 
value in determining the deficiencies in the stores of plant food, thus 
serving to point out the systems of management and fertilization that 
will be necessary in order to build up such elements as are deficient 
and insure a large crop production. Its limitations lie in not being 
able to tell the exact amounts of fertilization to apply on any particular 
season to bring the most remunerative· returns. 

The lack of nitrogen which is shown to be common to these 
soils, arises from the fact that in all soils, this element is stored in the 
organic matter or humus and in practically all of these uplands this 
organic matter is strikingly deficient. This deficiency comes from va
rious causes. In the first place any soil which is high lying and which 
tends to be dry is almost invariably lacking in organic matter and 
nitrogen on account of the rapid oxidation of this material under these 
conditions. Soils which are continually moist, on the other hand, such 
as prairies and bottom lands, tend to retain this organic matter longer, 
because of its more gradual decay, and they are therefore darker 
in color and higher in httll1tls and nitrogen. The cultivation of land 
also tends to hasten the oxidation or "Imrning out" of the organic 
matter so that this has in many cases intensified the lack of this ma
terial in many of these upland soils. By far the most important fac
tor connected with the handling of these upland soils, therefore, is the 
bttilding up of their humus and nitrogen supplies. This is the first es
sential to permanent productiveness of the soils of this region, whether 
it be for pastnre grasses or for other crops and the farmer who can 
adopt a means of doing this economically will be the man who will 
derive the greatest return fr0111 the soils of this region. 

The deficiency of phosphorus is an inherent character of many of 
the upland soils of this region the amounts in some instances being 
quite low. As a rule the greatest deficiencies occur in the soils of the 
post oak flats and the stony areas of the higher levels, although as the 
analyses show it may occur in any region where the rock from which 
the soil was formed was deficient in this element, or where it has been 
removed dnring the process of soil formation. This lack of phos
phorus can be said to be the second most striking feature of the com
position of these soils as a class. Consequently it cannot be expected 
that the more eroded of these lands can ever be made exceedingly fer
tile. The only possible i11eans of building up the phosphorus supply 
will be through the purchasing of this element either in commercial 
plarit foods, or in feed for animals, the mannre of which shall be re
turned to the land. Obviously then, the possibilities of great crop 
production on such soils are limited to the men who have the busi-
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ness ability to so manage their lands that this element can be economic
ally supplied. It is true that where the humus supply can be built up 
and maintained and where a system of farming is adopted which will 
maintain the supply of phosphorus already present, enough of this 
element may be annually set free from the soil for large crops for 
many years, in some cases, but the phosphorus problem will remain an 
important one on the soils of much of this region and the application 
of commercial phosphorus will therefore be a remunerative practice 
where general crops are grown. 

It is hardly probable that the potassium supply in the average soil 
of this section of the state will ever be a serious limiting factor al
though this is not true of all these soils. On the soils higher in po
tassium, however, the systems of farm practice which must be fol
lowed to maintain the nitrogen, the humus and the phosphorus sup
plies will necessarily maintain the potassium. On the soils containing 
a less total quantity of this element it can be llsed with profit, espec
ially on crops which respond particularly to it. 

The deficiency of lime in many of these upland soils is apparent, 
although over most of the territory this is not of immediate importance. 
There is little doubt, however, that the problem of supplying lime on 
a number of the soil types of this region is one which must be met 
at no distant date. 

Although no detailed investigations have been made for the pur
pose of determining the amount of lime present in the various soil 
types yet there is very little doubt that the flat ridge-top land, such 
as the post oak flats would be benefited by its use. These soils have 
been leached for ages and have had no evident source from which to 
obtain lime. The more rolling and hilly lands, and a great deal of the 
stony lands, probably do not need it. These lands get it through seep
age waters from the underlying limestone beels and from the lime 
-that often occurs in large quantities-in the flint stones in the soil. 

SOIL MANAGEMENT. 

The soil management problems of a considerable part of the 
Ozark Border lands are on the whole not greatly different from those 
of North Missouri since these soils include some of the best agricul
tural sections of the state. There are, however, large areas where the 
land is so badly eroded and where the soils are so lacking in fertility 
that the problems approximate those of the Ozark Plateau and Center 
re~ions. In the better region, particularly in the Barton and Spring-
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the wise farmer will make very wide use of this crop both as hay and 
as pasture, for building up the nitrogen and humus supplies of the 
soil. The humus is getting very low in many parts of this area and 
should be given first attention. More cattle should be fed and all 
of the fertility possible thus kept on the farm. In addition, the use 
of some form of phosphate with the wheat is to be especially rec
ommended and the use of lime as well as potassium will bring returns, 
particularly on the more level and poorly drained portions of the 
praIrIe. )'1'! ':::·'1 

The Springfield Group with its more broken topography ~nd its 
underlying limestone needs no lime (except on the narrow post oak 
ridges), it needs no drainage and in most cases no potassium. Its 
main deficiencies are in nitrogen, humus and phosphorus. In large 
areas of this region, however, these needs are very much felt as is 
shown by the very wide use of commercial fertilizers . 

An experiment field at Billings on the flinty limestone soil of 
this area has shown the 1110st marked returns from phosphates and 
legume growing, with no consistent return from either lime or po
tassium. The effect of phosphates on clover has been most striking 
although they have shown good returns on both wheat and corn as 
well as clover. The effect of cowpeas preceding wheat or corn has 
also been of very much value. 

While large areas of this Springfield Group of soils are very 
rough and rocky, a large part is good agricultnral lands suited to 
general farming and to fruit. The thriftiness with which clover grows 
on most of these soils and the special adaptability of cowpeas to 
this region, coupled with the small amount of nitrogen and hU111US 
which most of these soils contain, warrant the general recommenda
tion that much wieler use be made of both these crops, not only for 
hay, but for pastme, for green manttring and for orchard crops. The 
land should not be pt1t in corn oftener than once in three years as a 
rule and a rotation in which clover and cowpeas occur as frequently 
as possible with a decreased proportion of corn is to be recommended. 
Where wheat is grown the me of a soll1ble phosphate with it will pay 
good returns, as a rule, and instead of growing spring oats, a good 
strain of the Winter Turf will often give much better results. 

The wild grass commonly known as "Broom Sage" more prop
erly called broom sedge (Andropogon virginict1m) is proving a se
rious pest over a large part of the Barton and Springfield Groups as 
weIl as over many other sections of South Missouri. It grows to a 
height of 3 to 5 feet forming a hard wiry stem. It may be held in 
check by a more systematic crop rotation which will not allow lands 
to lie so long in meadows, since it is in old meadows and waste lands 
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where it is 1110st plentiful. Cattle will eat it some when it is young 
and where pastures are kept grazed closely it is largely held in check. 
Such close pasturing is in every way undesirable, however, and the 
thing that will prove most effective will be a more systematic crop 
rotation. It has been found too, that on the richer lands it is much 
less troublesome so that a more intensive system of farming in which 
the lands are kept at a higher state of fertility, anel more carefully 
rotated will materially aid in its control. 

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE HANDLING OF THE BORDER 

OZARK SOILS. 

In general, the most important neeel on the tillable lands of the 
Border Ozark Region is the adoption of a systematic crop rotation 
which shall include such crops as clover and cowpeas, and the feeding 
of these back on the land. The cowpea is a plant which although 
used to a considerable extent in this region does not receive the 
attention that it should. It is adapted to practically all soils, it will 
grow in many cases where clover wiII not, and it will produce prac
tically the same effect upon the land in three months that clover will in 
fifteen months. Moreover, its feeding value is slightly higher than 
clover and its yield per acre usually greater. 

The rotation to be followed in any region depends not only upon 
the soil and crop adaptations, but also upon the system of farming 
practiced. Nevertheless for a large share of the tillable lands for 
this Ozark Border country where wheat is adapted, a rotation of 
corn, cowpeas, wheat and clover, offers a great deal for the careful 
farmer. It contains two regular legume crops in the fom years and 
where cowpeas are seeded in the corn either at the last cultivation 
or in the row when the corn is planted, a legume crop will be grow
ing on the land every season, since the clover in the wheat stubble 
will make considerable growth as the soil improves in fertility. The 
use of cowpeas in the corn throughout the whole of South Missouri 
where the land is not too stony or too low in fertility is a practice 
which should receive greater attention. Many men have failed with 
them because they have not understood the best methods of handling 
them. When sown. at the last cultivation the corn must be laid by 
earlier than usual and the peas should be drilled in with a one-horse 
drill, allowing this to serve for the last working of the corn. On the 
thinner lands, they are best drilled in the row at the time the corn is 
planted. In this case the ground must be well warmed before planting 
and for the best results a rather early variety of corn should be used. 
Their value for sheep, hogs and cattle, when grown as a catch crop in 
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~" 
in~ the four years, of leaving a winter cover on the land practically 
every year and of giving a good quantity of mixed hay for feeding. 
It does not contain so many legume crops as the first named rotation, 
however, and is not so well suited to a rapid building up of thin land. 

The introduction of dairying over a large part of the Border 
Ozark as well as the Ozark Plateau and Center Regions is a matter 
which should be greatly encouraged. The bulk of the agricultural 
lands, outside of some of the best lands in the Border Ozark Region, 
are well suited to the dairy business. The climate is exceptionally 
favorable, the· water supply is unsurpassed, while the development of 
permanent pastures of tame grasses is becoming better understood each 
year. The bulk of this Ozark Region will never be able to compete 
with North Missouri and with the grain sections of surrounding states 
in the matter of grain production. Dairying on the other hand can be 
made exceedingly profitable here and the sooner this region is devel
oped along dairy lines the better for the farmers themselves as well 
as for the state as a whole. 

The introduction of dairying will necessitate a closer study of 
the pasture problem and a larger production of forage feeds, particu
larly those of leguminous character, such as cowpeas, clover and al
falfa. This is especially true on the rougher soils, since grain is not 
so readily produced as in the more level regions. It will mean a much 
more intensive system of agriculture than is now practiced and as 
the country develops it will necessitate better wagon roads and more 
railroads, but the first development must come along the lines that 
now exist. For the present, those sections that are not convenient 
to transportation lines should give attention to sheep, to hogs and to 
stock cattle; but the dairy business, combined to a greater or less 
extent with these other systems, will prove most profitable where 
shipping facilities are available. 

THE ADAPTABILITY OF ALFALFA. 

The production of alfalfa is possible over certain areas of the 
Burder Ozark as well as the Ozark Plateau and Center Regions. It 
is not a crop with a universal adaptation by any means, its successful 
culture being as a rule confined to the best lands. The well drained 
creek and river bottoms are best suited to its production, with the 
good valley or basin soils and the best limestone soils next. On the 
lands of average fertility which are well drained it can be grown suc
cessfully only with a great deal of care in handling. 
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The great value of alfalfa as a feed for· dairy co~s and for 
hog pasture makes it an exceedingly valuable crop to handle on lands 
to which it is adapted. Large acreages are rarely desirable, from five 
to ten acres usually being ample on the average sized farm. It is a 
crop which should be put in some particularly favorable 'spot on. the 
farm and let stand as long as profitable, which with 'proper handling 
will be from six to ten years. The dairyman particularly who has 
but a small piece of land on his place which will produce it successfully, 
even if it requires a great deal of care and fertilization to produce it, 
will find it exceedingly valuable. It is not a crop that can be handled 
carelessly as red clover is handled but it is a crop for the man who 
will learn its peculiarities and give it the attention it needs. For such 
a man in this region who has land at all suited to its production, it 
will prove of much value. 

THE USE OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS. 

The use of commercial fertilizers is becoming so common over a 
considerable area of the Border Ozark Region, as well as in some 
parts of the Ozark Plateau and Ozark Center, that mention should be 
made of the effect of the application of fertilizer on the soil. There 
is a rather common opinion among farmers that fertilizers are inju
rious to the soil and that where their use is once begun it must be 
continued. While this is not necessarily true, yet under the system in 
which they are commonly used there is some truth in it. The truth 
is that fertilizers in themselves are not injurious, except in certain 
rare cases, but the trouble arises from the fact that where a man has 
once used a fertilizer and finds it to pay he usually continues its use, 
growing grain on the same land year after year and thus rapidly "burn
ing out" the humus supply. The result is that the soil becomes de
pleted in humus, which makes it compact and which prevents the 
making available of sufficient quantities of plant food for even aver
age crops. There is a slight stimulation of the soil due to the use 
of fertilizers which aids somewhat in this exhautisve action due to 
their use but this is of little consequence as compared with the effect 
of this loss of humus. The proper use of commercial fertilizers in 
this region is only in connection with the best system of crop rotation 
of legume growing, of manuring and of humus building that a man 
can practice. Fertilizers used in this way will not injun~' the soil; but 
if the fertilizer is depended upon only, this will finally ' result in un
profitable production. 

As has already been mentioned 111 referring to the .5011sof cer
tain groups, the use of phosphates IS the fertilizer ' treatment most 
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generally recommended on these Ozark soils. The application of 150 

lbs. of steamed bone meal before wheat can be quite generally rec
ommendecl. On the thinner lands which are particularly low in 
humus a complete fertilizer such as one of the so-called "grain grow
ers" or "ammoniated bone and potash" containing from I V2 to 3 '10 
nitrogen, from 8 to I2'10 available phosphoric acid, and from Ilh 

. to 4% potash, applied at the rate of 100 to 150 lbs., per acre will 
be n;ore remunerative. On lands kept up in humus and nitrogen 
by legume growing and by proper systems of rotation and green 
manuring, the steamed bone meal is preferable. It is cheaper to put 
nitrogen into the soil by clover and cowpeas than in commercial form. 
In fact with the supply of potassium existing in these soils and with 
the proper systems of legume growing, of rotation and of manuring 
to add nitrogen and humus, the phosphorus is as a rule the only ele
ment that need be applied. 

Under such a system, too, the use of raw rock phosphate may be 
even cheaper anclmore effective than the bone meal. This 1S an insolu
ble form of phosphorus uncler ordinary conditions and for best results 
should be turned under with decaying humus such as manure, cow
peas or a heavy sod to make it available. It is a cheap phosphate cost
ing between $8 to $10 per tOil in car lots so that it can be applied 
in much heavier amounts than is possible for the more expensive, 
soluble forms. It should be applied at the rate of 500 to 800 lbs. per 
acre before corn once in a four or five year rotation. By this means, 
the soil can be steadily built up in phosphorus with increasing profits. 
It is a phosphate for the permanent farmer, particularly the livestock 
farmer, rather than for the renter or for the man who 111ust have im
mediate returns. 

For corn, the use cif commercial fertilizer ill the row is becoming 
increasingly common in this region. For tbis practice, the use of So 
to 90 lbs. per acre of a complete fertilizer such as one of the "grain 
growers" or the "ammoniated bone and potash" applied with a fer
tilizer attachment to a corn planter is most remunerative. There is 
considerable danger of such an application causing the corn to "fire" 
on dry seasons, especially when applied in the larger amounts so 
that not over roo pounds should be applied. Such an application of 

. fertilizer is one which should not be expected to build up the soil, and 
where this alone is depended upon for a corn crop, growing corn 
freqllently on the same land, an injury from the loss of humus will 
result. It is therefore a practice for the renter or for the temporary 
farmer. For the man who is interested in maintaining the fertility of 
his soil, it should be used only as an adjunct to the best system of 
maintaining humus that can be practiced. 
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Bone meal may also be used in the row in this way with good re
turns on these soils that are low in phosphorus, but the complete fer
tilizer is usually better, especially on the poorer soils. Bone meal may 
be used on the poorer lands before corn with good results when ap
plied at the rate of 150 lbs. per acre with a fertilizer grain drill ahead 
of the planter. On an experiment field at Dixon such an application 
gave an increase in the yield of corn of 21 bushels per acre. ·Where 
bone meal is used in this way in a rotation including wheat, the same 
application should be given when the wheat is sown. If clover and 
timothy follow wheat the effect will be practically as pronounced on 
the hay crop as upon the wheat. 

The use of lime will bring good returns on the wet prairies of 
the Barton group as already mentioned and on many areas of the 
ridge land in the more broken regions. The cheapest form to use 
is the ground limestone applied at the rate of 3000 to 4000 Ibs. per acre 
usually before corn once in every six to eight years. It is best ap
plied after plowing, allowing the further preparation of the seedbed 
to work it into the soil. It should not be plowed under. This ma
terial may be secured cheaply in this section of the state. 

The Bolivar group of soils adjoining the Springfield Group in
cludes a series of clayish soils which respond particularly to the use 
of commercial fertilizers. The analyses show the soils to lack par
ticularly nitrogen and phosphorus and any fertilizer containing these 
elements in considerable quantity will bring results. Since cowpeas 
grow readily in this region, however, it is best to depend more upon this 
ctop for supplying nitrogen than to buy it in the more expensive com
mercial form. The land is not so well suited to clover, however, and 
fot' this reason greater use should be made of cowpeas as a legume crop. 
This is especially true of the wetter lands, which grow the Laurel oak. 

The Osage Group of soils is very closely related to the Bolivar 
Group in the matter of using fertilizers. The land here is well adapted 
to wheat and other grains and the continued use of too much grain 
farming in this region has had a very serious effect upon the land . 

. The humus has been burned out in many cases so that clover is 
failing and the land is badly in need of improvement. There is no 
permanent remedy for the clover failures other than more stock feed
ing and more manure. The use of hone meal or acid phosphate, or 
of the more common "mixed fertilizers" will help the clover tempo
rarily, but this will fail in time and the only permanent remedy will be 
to build up the humus again through feeding and the growing of cow
peas. The lands of this series are readily built up to a high state of 
productiveness where properly handled. 
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The Union and the Hillsboro Groups are both fair agricultural re
gions but have been considerably abused by too much grain farming. 
There is considerable good land in both groups and a great deal that 
is rather rough and stony. Both are suited to general farming and a 
great deal of grain and hay is produced. An experimental field at 
Hillsboro has shown a most striking benefit from the use of phos
phates on clover, while the use of cowpeas has also shown marked 
effect on wheat and corn.. Lime has given considerable crop increase 
although its use can be recommended only _ in an experimental way as 
yet. Potash has shown no consistent return. There is little doubt 
that the use of phosphates will greatly enhance the chances of a 
proper clover stand while the use of cowpeas cannot be too strongly 
recommended. Bone meal broadcasted for corn has shown some re
munerative returns. Wheat will respond to phosphates also and the 
application of ISO Ibs. of steamed bone meal will almost always be 
accompanied by a financial return. On both of these groups of soil 
the largest problem is the building up of the humus and nitrogen 
first and the supplying of phosphorus second. \Vhere this can be 
done, and a plan of rotation adopted which will allow of a stock
raising system, these lands will rapidly increase in productiveness. 

The Perryville Gronp is one of the best groups of soils of the 
Ozark Region. The soil is strong, and where it has not been too 
heavily cropped to grain, it is very productive. The large amonnt of 
wheat grown is reSUlting in the use of fertilizers in quite large 
quantities, however, and unless care is taken to keep up the humus 
supply profitable wheat production will soon be impossible without 
heavy fertilization. The soil is one of the 1110st readily built up of 
any in South Missouri, however, and when properly handled will 
respond well to the growing of cowpeas, clover and alfalfa. Al
falfa is not grown to any great extent at the present time but the 
soil is suited to it when the land is kept up in fertility and when the 
farmers have learned hQw to handle the crop. On the more worn 
areas, heavy manuring wiII be essential to its Sllccess but on the better 
areas it should grow by the use of inoculation and by cultivation after 
each clltting. A rotation of corn two or three years followed by cow
peas to be cut for hay and the land seeded to alfalfa for four or five 
years, is to be recommended on the better areas of this land. This 
should be used on the better part of one's farm, and on the thinner 
lands a rotation of corn, cow peas, wheat and clover is recommended. 
If the bulk of these crops is fed on the land this soil will soon result 
in a high state of productiveness. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE HANDLING OF THE SOILS 

OF THE OZARK PLATEAU AND CENTER REGIONS. 

The problems of soil management on the better lands of the 
Oza.rk Plateau and Center Regions are the same as those in the Border 
Ozark, but in the rougher areas these are quite different. Here the 
system of farm management best adapted will be one in which dairy
ing, sheep raising, hog raising, and stock cattle raising, or a combina
tion of these, have a great p~J.rt. Where stock cattle are raised, large 
dependence has been placed on the woodland range especially where 
the country is still burned over and the undergrowth thus kept down, 
so that the blue stem and other wild grasses will grow. The area 
handled in this way is now comparatively small and is destined to 
continually decrease. With it will probably go the production of stock 
cattle. If they are retained this business as well as the dairy business 
will depend more upon better tame grass pastures, which on account 
of the dry stony nature of a great deal of this land becomes a serious 
problem. 

THE HANDLING OF GRASSES AND PASTURES. 

At the time this soil survey was inaugurated a number of grass 
experiment fields were established in various parts of the Ozark Region 
for the purpose of determining the grasses and clovers best adapted 
for pasture purposes. In these experiments all of the more prominent 
tame grasses and clovers have been tried with the result that orchard 
grass has shown the most universal adaptability for pasture purposes. 
As is well known, this grass is a bunchy, rather coarse grass with a 
strong root system and while it starts rather slowly it has the ability 
of withstanding the dry seasons well on this stony land. It is not a 
good hay grass and on the lands of deeper soils and less stone, tim
othy far surpasses it. But for the dry stony lands it has particular 
value as a pasture. It will stand more shade than most grasses but 
it is not a profitable grass among the thick undergrowth of much 
of the region. The first problem therefore in establiShing a tame 
grass pasture on such lands is the control of this smaIl timber growth 
and this is such a difficult matter under ordinary conditions that it 
wiII only be when this country is finaIly thickly settled that this under
growth on the poorest, most stony ' areas will be controlled. For the 
cleared lands of medium stony character, however, where a mixture 
of timothy, orchard grass, mammoth or red clover and white cloveJ; 
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Bermuda grass should be kept out of cultivated fields as it becomes 
a great pest on such lands. It should be started only on the stony 
lands that are to be kept in permanent pasture and where properly 
handled there is little difficulty in confining it to such areas. In 
starting it, the so-called "hardy Bermuda" should be used which is 
now grown very extensively in Oklahoma. It is not grown to any 
extent in Missouri at present and in most instances it will be neces
sary to ship in the sod from Oklahoma or Arkansas. It can be started 
from seed but Bermuda seed is quite expensive and a great deal of 
it on the market is of rather low germination. 

One of the great mistakes that has been made in handling the 
pastures in the Ozark Region has been that of pasturing too closely, 
especially during the spring and early summer months. The result has 
been that the pastures go into the hot, dry summers very short and in 
a condition to burn out readily. If more pasture could be provided 
on the better lands or in the case of the dairyman, if silage could 
be partly depended upon for this period thus leaving the pastures of 
orchard grass, blue grass and clovers on these dry, stony lands to go 
into the dry period with a larger growth, they would be much im
proved and the economical handling of the pasture greatly facilitated. 
Obviously this is a difficult matter to handle easily and a more care
ful study of the proper methods of caring for tame grasses and 
clovers in pasture mixtures is necessary by the farmers on the rough 
lands of this region. The future development of dairying and of 
sheep raising depends largely upon the establishing of satisfactory 
pastures on the poorer lands of this region. 

THE u6-~ OF SOILING CROPS. 

For the dairyman who is to make the greatest success in the 
rougher poorer lands of this region, the use of soiling crops to sup
plement the pastures will prove of great value. Crops like sorghum 
and corn planted thick in the row and fed green during the dry 
period in late summer and early fall will be found very valuable. 
For best results these should be alternated with legume crops such 
as cowpeas and clovers and these should be fed in combination with 
the corrt and sorghum, or a mixture of cowpeas and sorghum or cow
peas and millet may be sown. Oats cut for hay may be used with good 
results as a winter feed if fed in connection with clover and cowpeas. 
The use of winter and early spring pastnres stich as rye or wheat on 
the better lands will also prove of value to the dairyman if sown 
early in the fall so as to allow them to get a good growth before 
freezing weather. Certain fall sown legumes snch as crimson clover 
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results. Among yellow varieties for these uplands, the Golden Beauty 
is to be recommended. On the better lands of the Ozark Border 
as well .as the valley and bottom lands of the Plateau and Center 
Regions the Boone County White or the Commercial White will 
usually give best returns, among the white varieties while the St. 
Charles Yellow and the Leaming are to be recommended for yellow 
varieties. 

Among available wheat varieties for the average uplands, the 
Fultz, Mediterranean and Poole are very satisfactory. For the bot
toms and better uplands the Fulcaster will usually prove one of the 
highest yielders. 

The Texas Red Rust Proof Oat is the best all round spring va
riety. This region is a ·poor oat country and it is necessary either 
to use a variety with southern adaptations like the one mentioned or 
secure an early variety like the Early Champion brought from the 
north (Minnesota, Wisconsin or Michigan) at least every two years. 
\iI/inter oats are now being gro\yn to a considerable extent in certain 
parts of this region and they are giving fair satisfaction. A good 
strain of the winter Turf variety, sown about the first of September, 
will usually be more profitable than the spring oats. They must be 
drilled in rather than broaclcastecl and they 111ust be sown c1uring the 
first week in September for best results. They will occasionally 
freeze out but on average seasons are 1l1t1ch better yielders than the 
spring varieties. 

The Lebanon Group of soils represents by far the larger part of 
the Ozark Plateau. It is a region of much timber, the agriculture of 
the group being confined to the cleared uplands aJid the valleys. The 
soils are as a rule low in fertility. They lack nitrogen and humus 
especially, and in practically all cases, phosphorus also. 

An experiment field at Lebanon has shown the most striking re
turn fr0111 phosphorus, giving in one instance a IO bushel increase 
in the yield of corn from the use of ISO lbs of bone meal. The re
turns fr0111 both lime and potash have been inconsistent but those 
fr0111 the growing of cowpeas to acid nitrogenancl humus show im
portant benefits. There is little doubt, however, that the use of humus 
and nitrogen building crops such as clover and cowpeas 111Ust be re
sorted to in far greater measure than at present to bring this land 
to its highest state of productiveness. In addition, the use of some 
form of phosphate will be found remunerative especially with corn and 
wheat. 

This region is in no sense a grain country with the exception of 
certain valleys and the bottom lands of the rivers and creeks. It 
should be developed along the lines of stock raising, particularly 
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dairying and sheep raising, making very extensive use of cowpeas and 
soiling crops and developing pasture in the rougher areas. In fa
vored localities, fruit may be grown with profit, but in the larger part 
of the territory, fruit has not paid because of unfavorable climatic 
conditions and lack of proper care of the orchards. 

The Howell Group contains some of the best fruit land of the 
region but the land is almost as well suited to general farming where 
it lies so that it can be cultivated. It is fairly well adapted to corn, 
wheat and general crops, although in sections the large amount of 
flint on the surface interferes considerably with cultivation. It is 
well suited to dairy and hog farming and this in connection witli 
fruit will give this region a prosperous future. The pasture problem 
is not such a serious one here, although on the flinty uplands there 
is great difficulty in getting permanent pastures that yield well. The 
results of two grass experiment fields in this region, one at West 
f>lains and one at Brandsville, show that orchard grass seems to have 
a special adaptation while the clovers grow well. 'Where one wishes 
to follow dairying, which is coming in in some parts of this region, 
a pasture of orchard grass, timothy and red or mammoth clover 
should give good results on all except the driest, most stony areas, 
and a wide use should be made of soiling crops and the silo. On the 
better phases of this upland, flinty soil, Kentucky Blue grass will do 
well and this with the Canada Blue grass, the orchard grass, and clo
vers, should solve the pasture problem in most cases. On the valley 
lands and bottoms, alfalfa can be grown, although it will probably 
never be a satisfactory crop on many of the uplands. Bermuda grass 
is adapted to this region and can be used on the most rocky lands. 

The Vienna Group contains some of the best upland soils of the. 
Ozark Plateau although most of these soils are low in the same ele
ments of fertility as those of the Lebanon Group. The region is one 
that has been given up largely to general farming and where the 
soils are properly handled, the greater part of the land that is smooth 
enough for agricultural purposes may be made to bring fair returns. 

An experiment field at Dixon has shown most striking returns 
from the use of phosphates. In 1908 the increase on corn from the 
use of ISO lbs. of bone meal applied broadcast and well worked into 
the soil was 21 bushels. Lime has also given rather satisfactory re
turns although the results with potash have been inconsistent. Cow
peas are well adapted to the region and in most of the territory clovers 
do well. Timothy and blue grass thrive on the better lands and the 
rougher lands are well adapted to orchard grass. In general, the 
things to be recommended are a closer attention to crop rotation, the 
use of more clover and cowpeas, the use of phosphates on the grain 
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tile l () n1<1 k(' g r;lin g r()lI' i l lg pr"f'I (:II>l e Ilnk ss il h e ill it limil ed IV il y ror 

ree<l in g pmposL'S, I ( i s ;1 r egill 11 II Ii icll Illll sl he d L' I '"kd l<l r g ,' ly to 

Effect of So i l Treatm ent on C lover 

S nlcm E,rpcrim (' 11 t Fi eld 

Clover so w II ill w il eat. P Ial on l oft r ecC' i vC'd nil J'ogen -pl1ospU OJ'lIS treat
nl ent lJeI'o J'e th e w heat and y i eld ed 2400 pOIJrlrl s or clov I' pel' acro, P lot 
all I'i g il t r oco i ved no so il tl' alm onl an d y i el cled 875 pound s or cl ov I' per 
acr e, 
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dairying, to sheep raising and to hog raising for most satisfactory 
returns, and to make the most out of the soil it must be built up 
largely in .humus. For grain growing the use of phosphorus and 
potassium and in some cases lime, will be necessary to satisfactory 
yields. 

The LaMotte Group contains a considerable area of cultivated 
land but it is sandy and for the most part infertile. It will never 
be very important agriculturally but will respond to better crop ro
tation, the use of phosphates, potash and legume crops and the feeding 
of more of the crops on the land. Like the Salem Group it must be 
given up to dairying and to sheep raising for best results. 
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